Fluid Dynamic DNNs for Reliable and Adaptive Distributed Inference on Edge Devices
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Abstract—Distributed inference is a popular approach for efficient DNN inference at the edge. However, traditional Static and Dynamic DNNs are not distribution-friendly, causing system reliability and adaptability issues. In this paper, we introduce Fluid Dynamic DNNs (Fluid DyDNNs), tailored for distributed inference. Distinct from Static and Dynamic DNNs, Fluid DyDNNs utilize a novel nested incremental training algorithm to enable independent and combined operation of its sub-networks, enhancing system reliability and adaptability. Evaluation on embedded Arm CPUs with a DNN model and the MNIST dataset, shows that in scenarios of single device failure, Fluid DyDNNs ensure continued inference, whereas Static and Dynamic DNNs fail. When devices are fully operational, Fluid DyDNNs can operate in either a High-Accuracy mode and achieve comparable accuracy with Static DNNs, or in a High-Throughput mode and achieve 2.5x and 2x throughput compared with Static and Dynamic DNNs, respectively.

Index Terms—Fluid Dynamic DNNs, Distributed Inference

I. INTRODUCTION

DNN inference is increasingly being executed on edge devices due to advantages of latency, privacy and always-on availability. However, DNNs are computationally intensive, which makes efficient edge deployments a challenge [1]. Previous works have addressed this challenge through static model compression to fit DNNs into available hardware resources [2], and Dynamic DNNs [3]–[6] (Fig. 1a) which contain multiple switchable sub-networks with different widths and latency/accuracy trade-offs. They can adapt to dynamically changing available hardware resources at runtime.

Distributed inference is an orthogonal approach, which partitions a DNN into sub-tasks and deploys them on multiple devices for parallel computing. Existing works mostly follow a distributed framework in which one device is selected as the Master for making decisions of partitioning and distribution, while other devices used as Worker for receiving and executing the workloads [7], [8]. However, existing Static and Dynamic DNNs (Fig. 1a) are not distribution-friendly in this framework due to the high dependencies between their sub-networks to get correct inference, leading to low adaptability on device usage.

Meanwhile, physical devices in a distributed system could completely fail due to factors such as power outages and hardware/software failures, leading to reliability issues [9]. When the Worker fails (Fig. 1b), the Static DNNs on the Master also fail because it doesn’t have enough resources on its own. In contrast, the Dynamic DNNs can adapt by switching to a smaller sub-network (e.g. 50% model) on the Master. This allows it to keep the expected performance with a temporary accuracy loss. However, when the Master fails (Fig. 1c), the

II. FLUID DYNAMIC NEURAL NETWORKS

Fluid DyDNNs (Fig. 1a) reduce the dependencies between their sub-networks. Unlike traditional Dynamic DNNs, where larger sub-networks contain and depend on the weights of smaller ones, Fluid DyDNNs operate with a modular design. This design has discrete sub-networks, in an example of 4 sub-networks, the additional upper 25% and 50% model derive their weights from the 50-75% and 50-100% model, respectively. These sub-networks can function autonomously or be integrated with the lower 50% model to enhance accuracy, forming more accurate 75% and 100% models.

A. Nested Incremental Training

To train a Fluid DyDNN model, we introduce a novel nested incremental training method outlined in Algorithm 1, with an example of 4 sub-networks but it is applicable to any number. Initially, A Dynamic DNN with 4 sub-networks (i.e. [25%, 50%, 75%, 100%] models) is first trained incrementally as the base model (line 2-5), then a nested Dynamic DNN (upper 25% and upper 50% models) is trained incrementally so they can be used independently (line 6-10). Reusing the weights from the
Algorithm 1 Nested Incremental Training

1: for $i ← 1, N_{layers}$ do
2: for model in 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% models do
3: Train the model
4: Copy trained weights to the next model
5: end for
6: for model in upper 25% and upper 50% models do
7: Copy corresponding weights from 100% model
8: Re-train the model
9: Copy the re-trained weights back to 100% model
10: end for
11: end for

upper 25%/50% models on the 75%/100% models is nontrivial; therefore, we fine-tune all the models for multiple iterations.

B. Reliable and Adaptive Distributed Inference

The trained sub-networks can either work independently (i.e. [25%, 50%] and [upper 25%, upper 50%] models) or be combined to inference collectively (i.e. [75%, 100%] models). In independent mode, devices receive separate inputs in parallel, maximizing system throughput (High-Throughput (HT) mode). In collective mode, devices process the same inputs jointly, ensuring peak accuracy (High-Accuracy (HA) mode). Fluid DyDNNs seamlessly transition between two modes to meet varying performance demands and adapt to available resources.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed Fluid DyDNNs were validated on a small DNN model with three convolution layers and one fully-connected layer. The [25%, 50%, 75%, 100%] sub-networks have [4,8,12,16] (3x3) kernels, respectively. They were trained using Algorithm 1 and tested on the MNIST dataset. We also trained a Static DNN and a Dynamic DNN (using incremental training [3]). The throughput was measured by running the models on the CPU of a Nvidia Jetson Xavier NX platform. For distributed inference, we used TCP to achieve data exchange. To simplify the runtime scenario and avoid network variance, we measured the communication latency offline. The total throughput of the system can be calculated with the sum of computation and communication latency. Fig. 2 shows the throughput and accuracy of Static, Dynamic DNNs and Fluid DyDNNs under two execution scenarios:

Single-Device Failures: Static DNNs exhibit the lowest reliability; failure of either the Master or Worker results in system failure, because the remaining device’s model weights cannot function independently, shown as zero throughput and accuracy in Fig. 2. Dynamic DNNs offer improved reliability; the Master’s sub-networks can continue to inference with temporarily reduced accuracy (due to the loss of upper 50% model weights) when the Worker fails. However, if the Master fails, the system cannot operate since the upper 50% model requires the lower 50% model weights (on the Master) to function. In contrast, Fluid DyDNNs show superior reliability; their independent sub-networks allow for continuous inference when any one device fails. The temporary accuracy losses when using smaller sub-networks are recoverable whenever the system can re-deploy larger sub-networks.

No Devices Failure: when both devices are operational, Static DNNs are limited to a throughput of 11.1 image/s (Fig. 2) due to inevitable communication overhead between devices. Dynamic DNNs can adapt to a single device by deploying smaller sub-networks (e.g. 50% model on the Master), sacrificing accuracy temporarily for increased throughput, up to 14.4 image/s. Fluid DyDNNs showcase maximum adaptability; in HT mode, they operate two independent sub-networks in parallel across both devices, reaching 28.3 image/s, this is 2.5x the throughput of Static DNNs and 2x that of Dynamic DNNs. In HA mode, they can replicate the distributed Static DNNs to recover to its peak accuracy. Fluid DyDNNs outperform Static and Dynamic DNNs in peak accuracy, likely due to the training regularization benefits from their additional sub-networks.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work introduces Fluid DyDNNs, a novel approach for distributed inference on edge devices. Our findings indicate they can enhance system reliability in single-device failure scenarios. With both devices online, it can adapt to either high accuracy or boost throughput with temporary accuracy loss.
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